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Brishton AIUTI-FASCIST ACTION
6 Tilbury Place,

. Brighton
BNz 2GY
24 June 1993

Dear Comrade,

lntheJunelgg3issue olsearchlight.underthetitle'seiurityAlert',allegationsaremadethat
a prominent member of Midlands AFA, Malcolm Astells, is a Nazi infiltrator: "Anti-fascists are
waking up (o the fact that every time he takes charge sCImething goes wrong: either people get
arrested or are led away from confrontfng the nazis on wild-goose chases." This is an
extremely serious allegation and if Searchtighf was seriously concerned about a Nazi attempt to
infiltrate AFI\ then they would have made an attempt to contact us directly concerning ti"rese
matters. I do not know Mr Astells, but I am reliably informed that the allegations are without
foundation.

Those of us with slightly longer memories will recall that when AFA was first founded similar,
almost identically worded allegations were levelled at Class War: "People are becoming we1
4ware that trouble often started by Class War leads to the arrest of non C/ass War people but

'--;€rl rarely C/ass War orgamsers themselves. " (Gerry Gable 27.1 .g6t On that occasion, in view
of the reputation that Searchlight then had, Class War were suspended from membership
pending an inquiry. Despite repeated reminders Searchtighf. proved unable to provide any
information whatsoever to back up their allegatiorrs. The AFA iieeort of'the Enguirv into Class
War noted: "Despite the leading role of Searchtight magazine in the affair, irj detpite many
approachr,s to the magazine for evidence, the sum total of material frgm Searchlight ta the
enquiry was nil. we are bemused by searchlight's role in this affair.',

As regards the other allegations in 'Secu rity Alert' it would seem, on the basis of what is
contained in Larry O'Hara's pamphlet A Lie Too hat, that Tim Scargill of Class War: has been set
up with dummy C1B lists by Searchlight. Certainly none of the allegations contained in the
above pamphlet have been denied. I can however testify, on the basisof personal knowledge;
that Larry O'Hara is neither a neo-Nazi spy/infiltrator/fbliow-traveller or errand boy for fascists
but a serious bona-fide researcher into the far-right. Having said that I nonetheiess disagree
with much of his analysis but that doesn't make him a fascist. Nor do I believe that Searc htight
believes that o'Hara is a neo-Nazi but is rather repaying old scores.

Quite clearly Searchlig,hf does, sometimes, publish extremely usqful information on the fascists.
However it is also clear that Searchtight has its own, hidden Jgenda and it does, by its own
admission obtain information from the Secret State ie. Ml5/Sp*iial Branch,'as well as foreign
intelligence agencies. lt beggars belief that this flow of information is only one way, hence the
continuing obsession with various shades of anavchist and what would seem like a determined
effort to wreck AFA.

Maybe none of this would matter very much, except that in Fighting Talk 4, issued around April
1993, Searchlighf is advertised for: the first time. Without any potitical discussion or decision,
AFA has become associated officially with Searchtight. Previously it had merely been
Searchlighf that had associated with AFA, at least otti'ciatly. lf that didn't matter too much in
April then it certainly matters now.
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.When accusations are knowingly and falsely made that individuals active in the anti-fascist
movement, whatever one may think of their opinions or.analysis, are in fact fascists and neo-
Nazis, then the result can only be to sow confusion and suspicion in our ranks. lt is a classic
tactic of the secret state, the purpose of which is to destabilise and demoralise its enemies. lt
also means, and this is perhaps even more serious, that it is that much easier for genuine
fascists to infiltrate our ranks and when accused point to Searchliqhland cry Gable. lndeed this
may already be happening.

It is clear from the last few editions of Searchtighf that an attempt is being made to snuggle up
to the Anli-Nazi LeagUe. Having run out of any-group to associate with, Gable & Co. are having
to turn to those who, until recently they were accusing of being '5th Columnrsfs' (fascist
infiltrators and saboteurs in the Spanish Republicl, That is their right, but it is also our right to
protect ourselves by severing any coftnection between AFA and Eearchlight. lt the lattet wishes
to continue to advertise us that's fine, but for our part we should take a decision to have
nothing more to do with Searchtight as and until it returns to the role it used to perform under
the late Maurice Ludmer, ie. one of providing information to those engaged in fighting fascism,
without attempting to intervene in or destabilise ihe anti-fascist movement.

Having a federal structure can be both a weakness as well as a strength. At the moment it
means there is no effective national control over AFA and its publication 'Fighting Talk'. ln the
last issue there was a thinly veiled, sectarian attack on the Troops Out Movement, as a result
r the fascist attack on the TOM march. lf the fascists are now strong enough to put in

ldopardy the right of TOM to march, then that is as much our responsibility as anybody elses
and I would suggest that one of our major priorities for the next 6 months is building to ensure
a maximum anti-fascist turnout for the next Bloody sunday march.

The fascists are growing stronger nationally, and yet AFA is beset by rumours'and innuendo,
ettacked by those who profess to be our friends. I wish to propose that a national conference
of Anti-Fascist Action be called, open to all supporters, which shoulci debate ail these and oiher
issues out in the open, elect a national steering committee, decide priorities and how to spend
the f2 OO0 the Levellers raisdd in Brighton, analyze the fas_cists' strengths and weaknesses,
relations with other groups and set the organisation on the road to recouery. We need to be
able to make a clear and honest assessment nationally as to what is happening and also break
out of our increasing political isolation. ln many ways.there is a need to relaunch AFA.

Finally, although I have shown this letter to as many members in Brighton as possible, I take full
personal responsibility for what is contained witlrin.
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lnSolidarity, ./ /
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i I Tony Greenstein
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Secretarv - Briqhton AFA


